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A million years have come and gone
the Earth is shifting towards the sun
synthetic atmosphere is lost
and forces the computers off
communications are confused
the tides reverse
and start a chain reaction

the seismograph's consulted
incredible results
it says we're losing all control, losing all control
the scientists around the world
decipher everything they do
but they don't really know, they don't really know
instead of systematic,
the news becomes irratic
no-one can agree, no-one can agree
the world is getting frantic
as people start a panic
what does all this mean?

the sun is moving closer
and the atmosphere gets hotter
as the system overloads, system overloads
fighting these adverse conditions,
loading for the expedition
everyone must go, everyone must go
the fools that think the worst is over
they won't live to be much older
why do they remain, why do they remain
everything is ready, everyone that's coming
has been safely brought on board

the time has come
to leave again
activate
the Noah plan
returning to
the universe
give out the word
abandon Earth
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? and pounding and increasing
as the ship is taking off, ship is taking off
the electronic shields protect us from the heat
we're slowly breaking lose, slowly breaking lose
the ship is lifting higher, the Earth is growing smaller
as we leave the atmosphere, leave the atmosphere
we watch the Earth get closer, getting closer, getting
closer
as it drifts into the sun

the time has come
to leave again
activate
the Noah plan
returning to
the universe
give out the word
abandon Earth
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